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The Corrupt Democrat-Media Complex Seeks Clinton Victory
By Roger Aronoff

W

hile the left-wing, socalled mainstream media
continue to raptly discuss
dissension within the Republican Party
and Republicans who oppose Donald
Trump’s presidential campaign, the
media are quietly ignoring evidence of
their own enduring and pervasive bias
on behalf of Democratic presidential
candidate Hillary Clinton. The recent
WikiLeaks documents about Mrs.
Clinton’s Wall Street speeches are receiving some coverage.
However, few in the media want to repeat the names of those
reporters who have directly promoted the Hillary campaign.
Using leaked documents from Guccifer 2.0, The Daily
Caller reports that campaign chairman Joel Benenson had
cocktails with a number of reporters on April 10, 2015 on
subjects including to “give reporters their first thoughts from
team [Hillary Clinton] in advance of the announcement” and
“framing the [Hillary Clinton] message and framing the race.”
It was just two days later that Mrs. Clinton announced she was
running for president.
Among the reporters who said they were attending this
cocktail party were ABC’s George Stephanopoulos and The
New York Times’ Maggie Haberman, the latter of whom
formerly worked for Politico. One of the campaign’s memos,
The Daily Caller reports, describes Haberman’s many favors
for the Clintons. “We have [had] a very good relationship
with Maggie Haberman of Politico over the last year. We
have had her tee up stories for us before and have never been
disappointed,” states the memo.
In other words, Haberman was, and likely still is, a “go to”
journalist for reliable pro-Hillary bias.
Stephanopoulos should have been listed by the campaign
as another friendly journalist. After all, he loyally served in
Bill Clinton’s White House, and, more recently, contributed
$75,000 to the Clinton Foundation. We have written before
about how Stephanopoulos decided not to inform viewers of

his many conflicts of interest when he grilled Peter Schweizer,
author of Clinton Cash, during an ABC interview. Not only
did Stephanopoulos do the Clinton campaign a favor by trying
to undermine Schweizer’s allegations of Clinton pay-for-play,
it appears that the Clinton campaign realized how valuable his
efforts were.
“Not to pile on, but this is therapeutic to watch,” writes Nick
Merrill about the grilling to other Clinton campaign staffers,
according to WikiLeaks. “George is cool as a cucumber, doesn’t
rush into it, but just destroys him slowly but surely over the
course of the interview…”
Many more reporters rsvp’d for the cocktails with the Hillary
campaign, including reporters from ABC, Bloomberg, CBS,
CNN, The Daily Beast, The Huffington Post, MSNBC, NBC,
The New Yorker, The New York Times, People, Politico, Vice,
and Vox. The diverse variety of attendees demonstrates just
how widely and deeply the Hillary Clinton campaign has
penetrated the mainstream media.
We have documented the many close family relationships
between the Democrats and the establishment media, such
as brothers David Rhodes (president of CBS News) and Ben
Rhodes (President Obama’s deputy national security advisor).
The coverage on many stories, such as the Benghazi scandals, is
clearly influenced by these relationships.
Another media figure, “CNBC anchor and Republican
primary debate moderator John Harwood had a habit of reaching
out to the campaign to offer unsolicited compliments,” reports
Mediaite. Harwood sent the campaign an email with the subject

continued on page 3

Editor’s Message

in the News
AIM Editor Roger Aronoff was
a guest recently on “Cavuto Coast
to Coast” on the Fox Business
Network. The topic was the mainstream media’s double standard
in focusing on allegations against
Donald Trump while downplaying
the WikiLeaks revelations regarding Hillary Clinton.
“I think this is once again evidence of what Trump is calling a
rigged election,” Aronoff said on
the show. “It’s the big picture [that
is] rigged, in that the media is so
stacked against him and they are
focusing on every allegation that is
being made against him.”
Aronoff argued that the hype
surrounding the WikiLeaks emails
distracts from the fact that the public already has sufficient evidence
to determine that Mrs. Clinton is
crooked and corrupt. “She [Hillary
Clinton] handled classified information on a regular basis, on an
unsecured server, including information marked classified.”
“And so this hunt for a smoking
gun, in a way, is really a distraction
that…benefits Mrs. Clinton because the way they keep reporting
it, is they say, ‘Oh this just confirms
things that we already knew about
Mrs. Clinton. So, let’s move on,’”
said Aronoff. See the interview at
aim.org, and search “Cavuto.”

Dear Fellow Media Watchdogs:
As the presidential race enters its final weeks, the intensity
is ratcheting up, while the media are doing their best to carry
Hillary Clinton across the finish line. Surrounding the second
presidential debate, in St. Louis, the focus of the race was which
candidate was the worse abuser of women—Donald Trump or
the Clintons. Trump used psychological warfare to bring pressure on Hillary by holding a press briefing less than two hours
before the start of the debate with four women who have accused
former President Clinton of everything from rape, to groping, to sexual assault. He
then had the four women in the audience to face the Clintons during the debate. In
the meantime, the Clinton campaign and their allies in the media found nine women
to make allegations against Trump of various improprieties.
The dominant issue going into the third and final debate in Las Vegas on October
19 was still the women who accused Trump of abuse, plus Trump’s theme that the
election process was rigged against him. Trump made it clear he was referring to the
massive media bias working against him, as well as all of the potential voter fraud
based on a long history of voter registration rolls full of millions of dead people, and
millions more registered in at least two states. The media overwhelmingly scoffed at
the notion, and argued that Trump was undermining our great democratic tradition.
On the other side, though far more muted, was the fallout from the release of some
20,000 emails by WikiLeaks exposing the inner workings of Hillary’s campaign and her
time at the State Department. The emails, which came from campaign chairman John
Podesta’s email account, revealed among other things the transcripts of her speeches to
various banks that she had withheld from public scrutiny. They showed how she openly
acknowledged telling them one thing, while telling the public something different.
She called for “open borders” in the Western hemisphere. Other emails showed how
Clinton coordinated with the White House to put out false information on the Iran
deal. Still others showed the Clinton campaign’s contempt for Catholics and Latinos.
Also, James O’Keefe of Project Veritas began releasing recent undercover video
that captured the nexus among the Democratic National Committee, the Clinton
campaign, and a pro-Clinton Super Pac. This should have dominated the news media
coverage of the race, as it demonstrated how they were involved in subverting the
democratic process by hiring thugs and activists to disrupt and cause violent actions
at Trump rallies, with the intent of blaming the violence on Trump. Two of the people
were immediately fired, or left their positions, in a confirmation of the accuracy of
the videos. One, Robert Creamer, had visited the White House 342 times, including approximately 40 visits with President Obama. The only references in the liberal
media to the videos described O’Keefe as “discredited,” and a “convicted criminal.”
The media bias has never been worse than what we are seeing in 2016.•
For Accuracy in Media				
Roger Aronoff
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To the Editor:
The unabashed way the Media is bashing
Trump without even so much as a pretense
of objectivity or truthfulness is a red line
that has been crossed.
The previous thin veneer or pseudoobjectivity, of having “both sides” heard,
is now over. When dealing with Trump,
we have Orwell’s “Two Minutes of Hate”
but spread over 24/7.
RM

Please send Letters to the Editor to:
Accuracy in Media
Attn: Letters to the Editor
4350 East West Highway #555
Bethesda, MD 20814
or email to info@aim.org
Please keep your submissions to 50 words
or less. Letters may be edited for length.
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line “good letter,” according to recently
released WikiLeaks documents. He also
wrote to Clinton loyalist John Podesta,
“She looked so much more comfortable
talking to [MSNBC’s] Andrea [Mitchell]
today than to [CNN’s] Brianna [Keilar]
a few weeks ago.”
Podesta responded that he thought
Hillary was “over the hump. Knows she
has to do this ad infinitum.” Harwood
even reached out to ask Podesta, “How
are you feeling about where things
stand?”
We have reported how journalists
such as Jim Rutenberg of The New
York Times argue that the so-called
mainstream media have abandoned
unbiased journalism in the face of a
possible Trump presidency. Recent leaks
by WikiLeaks, DC Leaks, and Guccifer
2.0 each demonstrate that the media
haven’t abandoned their objectivity—
they never had any in the first place.
Consider, for example, the leaked email
that MSNBC’s Chris Hayes’ editorial
producer Sheara Braun wrote in 2015 to
a Clinton aide. Braun commented that
MSNBC had been airing a Millennialfocused segment each night. “The point of
the segment is basically to inform young

By Cliff Kincaid

W

people about all of the crap and nonsense
that Sec. Clinton and President Clinton
(but mostly Sec. Clinton) had to face
back in the 90s when President Clinton
was running for office...everything from
cookie-gate to stand-by-your-man-gate
to Hillarycare,” Braun writes. “The point
isn’t to dwell on the past but the point
is to talk about this amazing, intelligent
woman who probably faced more
nonsense back in the day because she
is a woman...and she continues to have
The fact that the mainstream
media have been working to elect
Clinton from the very start needs
no more substantiation.
to face it. She is smarter than most men
and more qualified than most men to be
president.”
“Of course Hillary Clinton’s diehard loyalists in the media will dislike,
and find invalid, any suggestion that
she engaged in any sort of questionable
conduct,” wrote Glenn Greenwald for
The Intercept this September. “Their
self-assigned role is to defend her from

all criticisms. They view themselves more
as campaign operatives than journalists:
Their principal, overriding goal is to
ensure that Clinton wins the election.”
Greenwald, like much of the radical
left-leaning media, is no fan of Trump.
In fact, he writes in the same column,
“That American journalists have
dispensed with muted tones and fake
neutrality when reporting on Trump is
a positive development.”
The fact that the mainstream media
have been working to elect Clinton
from the very start needs no more
substantiation.
These
revelations
follow closely behind another batch of
WikiLeaks emails released just before the
Democratic convention that provided
other egregious examples of this corrupt
alliance between the establishment,
left-wing media and the Democrat
Party, particularly the Clinton wing
of the party. Whether fact-checking
the candidates, or reporting on new
political developments, it is clear that
a pro-Hillary dogma permeates current
press reporting.•
Roger Aronoff is the Editor of Accuracy
in Media, and a member of the Citizens’
Commission on Benghazi.

Media Bias Makes Him Stronger

hen the media went with
the recording of Donald J.
Trump’s dirty talk about
women, the result was predictable. Some
terrified Republicans abandoned ship.
But the ship was not sinking. Trump
used the personal attacks as fuel for a
counter-offensive that had the media—
and Hillary—reeling.
During the debate, Trump praised
Hillary for having the will to fight. But
it’s Trump who is anxious and willing
to fight, especially when he is attacked
on spurious grounds with words spoken
11 years ago. He effectively turned the
tables—assembling female victims of the
Clintons in a news conference before
the debate—and then made reference to
some of them during the debate. These
were not words, he emphasized. These
women were actual victims. And Hillary
was one of the victimizers.
The Republicans who abandoned
Trump were victims, in a sense, as
well. They had gotten scared in the

face of a carefully orchestrated attack
using a major liberal media organ, The
Washington Post. They figured that the
only way out, in order to stay on the side
of the media, was to dump Trump. But
Trump’s aggressive performance in the
debate means that the “self-righteous”
Republicans who abandoned him are
going to suffer even more. Trump
supporters turned on Republican House
Speaker Paul Ryan after he disinvited
Trump from a Wisconsin GOP event.
Rep. Joe Heck, a Republican running
for an open Senate seat in Nevada, was
booed at a rally when he announced he
would no longer back Trump’s campaign.
Ryan may survive in his race, since
he has a safe Republican seat, but other
Republicans who turned their backs
on Trump because of the 11-year-old
videotape could experience the Trump
Train leaving them behind on the way to
victory in November.
Trump has figured out the way to
victory. It is confronting media bias
and rubbing salt in the wounds of the

corrupt Democratic ticket. Republicans
who don’t get the message and insist on
playing patty-cake with their opponents
are risking, or even inviting, defeat. They
are alienating the voters they need to
win.
Trump’s powerful attacks on Clinton
corruption followed the disastrous
performance by Democratic Senator
Tim Kaine (VA) in the vice-presidential
debate. Kaine was equipped only with
bad manners. The viewers could see he
had no substance behind the frequent
interruptions.
Trump’s genius was in forcing the
media to cover the facts of womanizing
and actual behavior, rather than mere
words, by producing and talking about
the actual victims of the Clintons. In
effect, he exposed Hillary as a fake
feminist who uses women to gain
political power, even when they are being
abused by her own husband.
Let this be a lesson to timid and
cowardly conservatives and Republicans.
When a “scandal” breaks out that seems to
continued on page 4
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threaten the Republican candidate, take
a deep breath and think about why the
story is being released at that time. Think
about what impact the story is designed
to have. In this case, the story was almost
too good to be true, from Trump’s
perspective. Sure he was being accused
of talking dirty about women. But his
Democratic opponent is a woman who
actually abuses other women—women
who jeopardize her hold on power. The
spectacle of four of the women abused
by the Clintons sitting in that debate
arena was a masterstroke. Three of them
were sexually abused by Bill Clinton.
The other was 12-years-old when Hillary
defended her accused rapist.
And what was Mrs. Clinton’s reaction
to this during the debate when Trump
brought it up? She said nothing. What
could she say? Her strategy is that the
media will go on the attack against
Trump. That is all she has.
She was so flustered, as Trump pointed
out, that she actually compared herself
to Honest Abe Lincoln, when asked to
comment on a secret speech declaring
“private” and “public” positions on the
issues. She mumbled something about
a Civil War film. It was a complete
meltdown. No wonder she refused to
release the speeches.

If we had a media with even a semblance
of objectivity and balance, a comparison
to Honest Abe would sink the Hillary
candidacy and cause Democrats to flee
from her. But the media are determined
to do everything in their power to save
her. So the post-debate discussion on
CNN was about whether Trump was
contrite enough over the sex talk.
The attacks from the media and
his fellow Republicans have energized
Trump, making him into a formidable
force of social and political change. It’s
Trump, not Clinton, who is the real
fighter.
He took on the biased questions and
follow-ups in the debate, commenting at
one point that it was three against one,
counting the two moderators on the side
of Hillary. It didn’t matter. Trump still

won.
The path to victory for Trump consists
of turning the tables on the media
backers of Hillary Clinton. Such a
strategy paid dividends at the debate. As
the saying goes, he killed two birds with
one stone. Trump towered over Hillary
on the debate stage, as she tried to gather
strength sitting on the stool, and he
towered over his media accusers.
Another timid Republican, New
Hampshire Senator Kelly Ayotte, who is
also in a tight race, backed away from her
comment that Trump is a role model for
youth and says she can no longer support
Trump for president. But in taking on
liberal media bias and political double
standards, Trump is a giant among men.
This is confrontational public relations at
its best.
Going forward, Trump will have to
add to his list of adversaries the cowardly
Republicans who would rather please
the media than expose corruption in the
political process. The evidence indicates
that he is prepared to run over them as
well. Win or lose, Trump will emerge as
the leader of a new Republican Party that
no longer brown-noses the liberal media
elites.•
Cliff Kincaid is the Director of the
AIM Center for Investigative Journalism.

Hillary’s “Open Borders” Mean More Heroin and Death

By Cliff Kincaid

O

ne of the advantages of
having a smart TV is that you
can bypass the dumb cable
channels, particularly CNN. A smart
TV gives you direct access to YouTube
channels like Right Side Broadcasting,
which covers the Donald J. Trump rallies
without commercial interference and
endless commentary from liberal talking
heads. The crowd at the rally in WilkesBarre, Pennsylvania broke into cries
of “CNN Sucks” when the candidate
referred to the channel’s disgraceful
coverage of the campaign.
Mediaite highlighted the reaction of
CNN anchor Chris Cuomo, who said,
in regard to Trump’s criticism of CNN,
“…I think this is very high on the list
of irresponsible things the guy [Trump]
has done.” What Trump did was blast the
channel for failing to report on the size of
the Trump rallies. “I wish those cameras
would show this crowd, because if they
4
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would, people would be amazed,” Trump
said. “They never show the crowd.”
There’s a reason for that. The media
don’t want to validate the fact that
vast numbers of people show up to
Trump rallies, and that paid staffers and
Democratic Party machine operatives
For very good reasons, Trump
supporters are in the vast majority
of Americans who do not have trust
and confidence in the mass media.
turn out for Hillary. Reporters, of course,
“swell” the ranks of these events, giving
the impression there are more ordinary
people in attendance than there really
are.
Speaking directly to the reporters and
their camera crews in the back of the
arena, Trump said, “Show the crowd.
They don’t want to turn around. Look

at the cameras—they face straight…
They don’t want us to win and they
don’t show these crowds. But you look at
these crowds. Bernie Sanders never came
close.” However, Right Side Broadcasting
did show the crowd.
For very good reasons, Trump
supporters are in the vast majority of
Americans who do not have trust and
confidence in the mass media. As noted
by the Gallup poll, the percentage of
people who trust the news media to
report “fully, accurately and fairly” has
“dropped to its lowest level in Gallup
polling history.”
“They are so dishonest,” Trump said
about the media, as the crowd broke into
chants of “CNN Sucks.”
Trump added, “If Crooked Hillary
Clinton were up here and had this kind
of crowd, the cameras would be showing
the crowd all day long.”
As the make-up of this rally suggests,
the real story of this campaign is how the
continued on page 5
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Democrats have abandoned the working
class to Trump. On a campaign swing
through the “Rust Belt” of Pennsylvania,
Hillary Clinton had said that the white
working class had been “left out and
left behind.” That was before she called
Trump’s supporters “deplorable.”
My old home town of Toledo, Ohio,
where I graduated from college, used
to be known as the glass capital of the
world. Now it imports glass from China.
Many towns in the “Rust Belt” are
dying coal and steel towns that are fast
becoming what a local TV station called
“ghost towns.” But the heroin problem is
growing from coast to coast.
Trump says the nation’s heroin
problem can be traced to the failure to
keep the southern border secure. He says
heroin is “pouring across” the border and
calls it poison. If the media would bother
to fact-check this assertion, they would
find it was true. A border wall would put
a major crimp in the heroin trafficking
into the U.S.
For her part, however, in a secret
speech to the Brazilian bank Banco
Itau, Clinton said that “her dream” is
a “hemispheric common market” with
“open trade and open borders.” Her press
operatives insist that she was talking
about energy moving across borders.
But that’s not what the speech says. She
does mention that at “some time in the
future” there will be “energy that is as
green and sustainable as we can get it,
powering growth and opportunity for
every person in the hemisphere.” But
the promise of “open trade and open
borders” is mentioned as a precondition
for such trade in energy.
How does Mrs. Clinton propose to
let energy in and keep heroin out? The
candidate has a fancy “Initiative to
Combat America’s Deadly Epidemic
of Drug and Alcohol Addiction” that
ignores the border. The policy declares
that “Clinton believes that naloxone, a
rescue drug that stops opioid overdoses

from becoming fatal, must
be in the basic toolkit for
every first responder.” This is
important, but way behind
what is now being practiced
in cities and towns around
America. Even in my local area
of Calvert County, Maryland,
just outside of D.C., the
problem is so bad that ordinary
citizens, not just first responders, are
being trained in how to treat heroin
overdoses with naloxone. I went through
such training, after listening to parents
talk about losing their kids to drugs.
One mother wanted the training just so
she could be equipped to deal with the
prospect of finding her son overdosing
on drugs in her own home. Heroin is
coming across the border so easily, and so
fast, that it is cheaper than prescription
pills. The drug overdose mortality rate is
on the rise in my area and nationally.
Drug cases increasingly fill the pages
of my local paper. Here are just a few:
• St. Mary’s County [Maryland] Sheriff’s Office deputies and detectives
responded Aug. 31 to a 911 call for
a possible overdose at a location in
California [Maryland].
• An Owings [Maryland] man posted
a $50,000 bond Oct. 2 after he was
pulled over by a deputy and allegedly found to be in possession of marijuana, used hypodermic syringes and
heroin in his car.
• A Prince George’s County man and
an Owings woman are incarcerated
on various drug possession charges
for a Sept. 15 incident in which they
were allegedly found with PCP, cocaine and marijuana in amounts indicating intent to distribute.
But some conservatives have lost sight
of the real problems facing the country.
Writing in The Weekly Standard,
William Kristol wonders, “Is Trump a
Sufferable Evil?” He has a problem with
how Trump has talked privately about
women, calling such talk “disgusting.”
His recommendation is that the
Republican Party dump the candidate.
Trump has flaws, but it is Trump—and
Trump alone—who is talking openly
about the evils of drug trafficking into the
United States. He is the only candidate
who recommends a border wall that

could stop the flow of this poison.
Perhaps Kristol, like other elites, lives
in a gated community and believes he
can protect his family members from the
drug scourge. But most of America is
witnessing the growing drug problem in
their local communities. They want help.
They’re not concerned about sex talk.
“The two groups with the most to lose
with a Donald Trump victory on Nov. 8
would be the Mexican drug cartels and
their Chinese suppliers,” writes William
C. Triplett II, the former chief Republican
counsel to the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee. “The reason is pretty simple:
Mr. Trump has made securing the border
his principal campaign theme. If the
border is secured by a wall or some
combination of means against the flood
of illegal aliens and potential terrorists,
then it automatically puts a major hit on
the flow of narcotics across the border. If
they can’t get the illegals in, they can’t get
the dope in, either.”
“Absent the threat of a Trump victory
in November, the Mexican drug cartels
and their Chinese suppliers must have a
bounce in their step these days,” Triplett
continues. “To begin with, even if we
didn’t have open borders as de-facto
administration policy, the reality that
heroin and other illegal drugs from
Mexico are widely available and cheap
would confirm that the doors are open.
There is more than enough supply
available on street corners from coast to
coast.”
On the other hand, he notes that
“…the cartels will look forward
optimistically to a Hillary Clinton
presidency…Nothing in her record as a
U.S. senator or secretary of state suggests
that blocking the illegal importation of
narcotics would be on her radar screen.”
The Triplett column appeared before
we learned that the Democratic candidate
was secretly promising foreigners that
the U.S. border would remain open.
How disgusting is that, Mr. Kristol?
CNN sucks. And so do the
commentators who turn a blind eye to
the drugs ravaging our communities and
killing our people.•
Cliff Kincaid is the Director of the AIM
Center for Investigative Journalism, and
can be contacted at cliff.kincaid@aim.org
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Morning Joe: Trump
“Dominated” Debate
Despite Liberal Media
Cheering Section for
Hillary

By Don Irvine

debate, especially compared to the rest of
the liberal media’s whining about how it
was a dark, nasty, and bitter debate, and
that Trump was wrong to have attacked
Hillary in the manner he did—exposing
her vulnerabilities.•

Dan Rather Compares
Donald Trump to a
Despot for Jail Remark
to Hillary

have never been proven by fact.
Trump by contrast boasts of how the
law should not apply to him. As crude
as the nouns were in that leaked audio
tape, what was most offensive was the
relish with which he outlined a host of
actions—the verbs—for which the rule

By Don Irvine

T

he GOP presidential nominee
may have had a rough start to
his weekend after revelations of
sexually crude remarks that were recently
leaked. But according to Morning Joe cohost Joe Scarborough Donald Trump
finished strongly thanks to his debate
performance:
“I think there are a couple of things
that people in the press may not want
to admit, but it was plainly evident
from watching it on TV last night.
Number one, it was Donald Trump’s
most effective debate performance to
date. There’s not a close second, just not
a close second. Secondly, despite the
fact she had an unprecedented cheering
section in the media, the fact is for
somebody watching–and people will see
this if they go back and watch it today or
if they watch parts of it a week from now
or a month from now, Hillary Clinton
was on the defensive most of the night.
She seemed unsure of herself most of
the night, and he dominated the second
debate in the same way she dominated
the first debate.”
Scarborough then commented on what
he thought was the most important part
of the debate for Trump, which was that
he “delivered the attack on the Clinton
machine that the Republican base and
middle America have been waiting for
for years now.”
Co-host Mika Brzezinski said that
Trump’s debate performance was
“vintage Trump,” and that it rocked the
political world.
Scarborough and Brzezinski have
been highly critical of Trump during the
campaign. But they deserve some credit
for giving an honest assessment of the
6
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D

an Rather, the disgraced former
anchor of CBS Evening News,
took to Facebook to express
his displeasure with Donald Trump’s
behavior towards Hillary Clinton
during the recent presidential debate.
He compared the GOP nominee with a
despot, tyrant or monarch for saying that
she would “be in jail” if he was president:

“As Donald Trump paced menacingly
last night on stage, as he threatened
Hillary Clinton with imprisonment
even though her actions have already
been subjected to the arm of justice, as
he batted away concerns over the leaked
audio of him boasting of sexual assault as
mere ‘locker room talk,’ the cumulative
image for millions of votes, I suspect, is
that this is a man who, at a fundamental
level, does not understand what it means
to be an American. And thus, by logical
extension, he has no business being
president.
Teddy Roosevelt famously stated:
‘No man is above the law and no man
is below it, nor do we ask any man’s
permission when we ask him to obey it.’
That is our national creed. I can hear the
Trump partisans howling that Clinton
has subverted the law on multiple
occasions. It is their right to do so, but
it must be pointed out that she has never
been found guilty of anything. You can
then resort to conspiracy theories as to
why that may be the case. But those too

of law says he does not have the right to
act without consent. Yet his voice reeked
of the privilege of a man who believed his
celebrity removed any such constraints.
When he told Hillary Clinton in the
debate she would ‘be in jail’ if he were
president, those are the threats of a
despot, tyrant, or monarch—not a
president governed by our Constitution.
It was John Adams who penned the
phrase, ‘a government of laws, and not of
men.’ This is how our Founding Fathers
saw our national destiny. This is the spirit
that our citizens, over the ages, have
demanded of our political leaders follow.
I suspect it is something most Americans
still believe.”
While Rather was on his high horse,
he conveniently neglected to mention
what Trump pointed out—that what
Bill Clinton did was “far worse” since
it involved action, whereas what Trump
said was just words—as crude and lewd
as they may have been.
And yet Rather thinks that Hillary
Clinton—a woman who has lied to and
deceived the American public about
Benghazi, her private email server and
the Clinton Foundation—respects the
Constitution and is better qualified than
Trump to be president.
Trump may not be the best presidential
candidate the Republicans could have
chosen, but at least he respects the law
and doesn’t flaunt it like Clinton.•

Don Irvine
Chairman of
Accuracy in Media

